
MINUTES OF THE

NORTH SHORE WATER COMMISSION

MEETING OF WEDNESDAY, JULY 14 , 2021

The North Shore Water Commission held a meeting on Wednesday, July 14 , 2021 using an

internet-based conferencing platform called Zoom .

Meeting was called to order at 8:00 A.M.by Mr. Imig .

Present:

Scott Botcher, Member ( Fox Point )

Charlie Imig , Chair (Glendale )

John Edlebeck , Secretary (Whitefish Bay )

Also Present:

Below are individuals that attended the meeting .

Eric Kiefer, Plant Manager & Recording Secretary

Duane Ziege , Maintenance Supervisor

MINUTES

It was moved by Mr. Botcher, seconded by Mr. Edlebeck , and unanimously carried to approve the

minutes for the meeting held June 9 .

MONTHLY REPORT OF PLANT OPERATIONS

Mr. Kiefer presented the monthly report of plant operations. He noted that production in June 2021

versus 2020 was up by 22 MG .

Below are the items that were submitted to the Commission in the operations and maintenance

report ahead of the meeting .

1. Anthony Ortiz is scheduled to retake the WDNR surface water exam on July 20 , 2021 .

2. Brooks Angell is on medical leave . He is scheduled to return on August 2 , 2021 .

3. Plant staff drained, cleaned and inspected basin #2 . Staff found a broken sludge collector

drive sprocket. The necessary parts were ordered and the repairs have been made .

4. Plant staff drained , cleaned and inspected basin #4 .

5. Annual crane inspection was performed by Konecranes .

6. AC Engineering performed semi -annual preventive maintenance of the primary switchgear at

the Bender plant .

7. A leak was found on one of the sodium hypochlorite bulk tanks . Plant staff isolated and

drained the tank . The leaking bulkhead fitting was replaced .

8. Milport Enterprises , our sodium hypochlorite supplier, delayed a scheduled tanker delivery by

two weeks . In the interim , they were able to supply us with six 300 gallon totes .
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Mr. Imig asked Mr. Kiefer if there are any problems with procuring water treatment chemicals . Mr.

Kiefer noted that the Commission had an issue with the last order of sodium hypochlorite ; the truck

never arrived . Milport Enterprises, the vendor, resolved the problem by supplying the Commission

with totes of chemical until the next tanker arrived .

Mr. Imig asked if Mr. Kiefer anticipates any supply issues with other chemicals . Mr. Kiefer noted that

he is only aware of issues with sodium hypochlorite . Although future deliveries could be delayed , he

is confident that Milport or other local vendors will be able to keep the Commission supplied with

sodium hypochlorite as needed .

The report was placed on file without any motion .

ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET

The budget reports were submitted ahead of the Commission meeting . Mr. Kiefer noted that the

Commission is approximately $90,000 under budget as of May 31 .

The monthly reports were put on file without motion .

MONTHLY BILLS

It was moved by Mr. Botcher, seconded by Mr. Edlebeck to approve and authorize payments to

vendors noted in Mr. Kiefer's memo . During discussion , Mr. Botcher had a couple of questions for
Mr. Kiefer.

First , he asked about the City of Milwaukee standby fee and whether or not the Commission charges

the City of Milwaukee a reciprocal standby fee. Mr. Kiefer explained that the size and capacity of the

Commission's facilities would preclude the Commission from supplying water to the City of

Milwaukee in a meaningful way. Consequently, he does not believe that the City of Milwaukee will

accept such a fee from the Commission . Mr. Botcher asked about the involvement of the Public

Service Commission ( PSC ) in this matter. Mr. Kiefer explained that PSC was involved in setting the

standby fee whenever it was established . Mr. Botcher asked if the Commission would need approval

by PSC to establish a standby fee . Mr. Kiefer explained that the Commission , in its own right , has

not sought PSC approval in the past . Therefore, the Commission is probably able to do so without

involving the PSC , however, he noted that he is unsure and would have to investigate the matter

further.

Second , Mr. Botcher asked about the Valbridge invoice . Mr. Kiefer explained that Valbridge originally

invoiced Whitefish Bay's legal firm . The State of Wisconsin , however, is only able to reimburse the

Commission for the appraisal services rendered. Consequently, Mr. Kiefer reported that the State of

Wisconsin paid the Commission in full , and so Valibridge should now be paid by the Commission .

The motion unanimously carried that payments be approved and authorization be given to the Fiscal

Agent to make such payments .

Vendor

Amazon ( paper, bulbs , lamps , blade , dusting supplies , sbc supplies , waders , and

Amount

$360.47
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$9,087.30

$ 1,350.00

$2,220.00

$20.88

$95.51

$ 1,400.00

$838.50

$591.60

$2,418.12

lab supplies )

Baxter & Woodman (engineering services for corrosion control study )

City of Milwaukee (semi -annual standby service fee)

CTW ( removal of Klode dewatering pump)

Diggers Hotline (standard email tickets )

Diversified Benefit Services (Section 125 plan admin and mailing )

Electrical Energy Experts ( electrical contractor services)

Fuchs & Boyle ( legal services )

Glendale Water Utility (environmental and stormwater charges )

Grainger ( plumbing supplies , hose adapters , lamps , rain gear, v-belt , safety

supplies , first aid supplies , hardware, reagent water, compressed air filter element,

fountain pump , and motor repair supplies )

Hawkins ( treatment chemical : aqueous ammonia , polymer and LPC-5 )

Home Depot (spot light )

Idexx (collection vessels and quantitrays)

Journal Sentinel (annual water quality report publication )

McMasterCarr (clamps )

Midland Scientific ( spore suspensions )

MMSD (2nd quarter sludge removal , sample collection ,and sample analysis fees)

Nalco (treatment chemical : Veligon TL-M )

Northern Lake Service (compliance monitoring )

Office Copying Equipment (maintenance payment for copier)

Rotroff Jeanson (monthly accounting services )

Securian (employee life insurance )

Spectrum ( internet service and phone)

USA Bluebook ( lab reagents for phosphate and chlorine )

Valbridge (appraisal services of property to be purchased by WisDOT)

Viking Chemical ( treatment chemical : phosphoric acid )

Village Ace Hardware (garden hose , saw blade , lopper, keys , hardware , and

plumbing supplies )

Village of Fox Point (gasoline )

Village of Whitefish Bay Water Utility (Klode water bill)

WaterStone Bank (credit card - General Fund)

-- AT & T (monthly internet charge): $80.25

-- Brock -White ( Sika products, polyurethane ): $749.96

-- eBayſwholesale666 (battery and charger for power tool): $70.70

-- Google (google apps for business ) : $84.00

StraightTalk (cell phone charges ): $45.86

-- USPS (postage and stamps): $56.40

Zoom (monthly fee and adjustment): $ 14.99

We Energies ( Bender electric - ESTIMATE )

We Energies ( Bender gas )

We Energies (Green Tree electric)

$4,788.79

$99.00

$ 1,077.32

$895.01

$265.84

$ 125.07

$3,305.39

$ 1,114.76

$666.00

$9.66

$ 1,159.00

$ 158.46

$604.83

$ 1,158.21

$3,190.00

$ 1,805.04

$98.48

$ 123.80

$652.70

$ 1,102.16

--

$ 17,062.86

$941.55

$ 19.22
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We Energies (Henry Clay electric )

We Energies (Klode electric - ESTIMATE )

We Energies (Klode gas )

Wisconsin State Lab of Hygiene ( fluoride analysis )

$20.45

$5,047.02

$ 19.35

$26.00

SUB - TOTAL $63,918.35

Capital Fund

SUB - TOTAL $0.00

TOTAL $63,918.35

CAPITAL PROJECTS UPDATE

Mr. Kiefer provided the Commission with 3 payment requests . The first was for the Filter Upgrade

Project (2021-1 ) in the amount of $292.15 . Mr. Kiefer explained that work just started on the project

and that it would continue until the end of the year.

The second payment request was for the Video Surveillance Improvements Project (2021-2) in the

amount of $ 1,856.79 . Materials were purchased for the project along with labor for installation .

The third payment request was for the IT Improvements Project (2021-3 ) in the amount of

$ 1,720.61 . Mr. Kiefer reported that some computer memory was purchased and that time was spent

on setting up computers .

It was moved by Mr. Botcher, seconded by Mr. Edlebeck , and unanimously carried to approve all 3

payment requests as described in Mr. Kiefer's memos dated 7/14/2021.

CYBERSECURITY

Mr. Kiefer briefed the Commission on how it maintains its information systems and network . In

summary, plant staff has been working independently to keep its system secure . Various practices

are used to prevent unwanted access to the Commission's SCADA system which controls water

treatment plant equipment . Given the rise in cyberattacks, Mr. Kiefer feels it would be prudent to find

a firm that can perform an assessment to help the Commission understand what could be done to

strengthen security.

Mr. Kiefer asked the Commissioners what firms or individuals they are using within their own

municipalities --so that he can get a better understanding of the key players in this space . Each

Commissioner responded and described what their municipality is doing . Mr. Kiefer commented that

he will do some research and would likely follow up with some of these individuals .

Mr. Botcher noted that different contractors will offer different solutions ; some of the proposals may

include more services than needed . He suggested that Mr. Kiefer understands the kinds of services

he needs before selecting a firm .
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The Commissioners asked if he would bring back proposals to the Commission . Mr. Kiefer indicated

that he hopes to select a firm that is within his spending authority and complete the project without

requiring the Commission to take action .

No action was taken at this time .

CORROSION CONTROL STUDY

Mr. Kiefer provided the Commission with a memo regarding the current status of the demonstrative

corrosion control study. He went over the memo and highlighted the following items .

1. Baxter & Woodman met with plant staff at the water filtration plant to kick off the project. They

briefly inspected the facilities of the Commission and discussed the details of the project. Mr. Kiefer

provided them with requested information .

2. Baxter & Woodman met with each member utility to discuss quasi -unidirectional flushing. Key

personnel were trained in this kind of flushing program .

3. The monitoring station was ordered from Rundle-Spence . Although the vendor started

constructing the station , our representative was unsure when the unit would be complete . The

vendor understands its importance to our project, but experienced a problem with procuring

materials . They will finish the monitoring station as soon as possible .

4. Lead services were harvested in each member utility. They were sent to a lab for analysis . A

preliminary report indicates that aluminum is present in the pipe scale . Unfortunately, aluminum

causes the scale to be less effective. Member utilities should routinely flush their systems to reduce

the accumulation of sediments and biofilm ,which includes aluminum . The Commission should

consider means of reducing the amount of aluminum entering the distribution system .

5. Monitoring plans are being developed . The amount of labor that is estimated for all of this

monitoring will average out to approximately 24 labor hours per week-- this includes routine weekly,

biweekly, quarterly and other special monitoring . He is investigating various different equipment and

labs that can be used to perform the monitoring as cost-effectively as possible .

BASINS

Mr. Kiefer explained that 2 of the 5 treatment basins have been out of service for several years .

Plant staff is only able to keep up with routine maintenance within the functioning basins and have

been unable to bring basins #3 and #5 back online . The work required to bring them back into

operations , has proven to be too difficult and time-consuming for plant staff to complete .

As a consequence,flocculation and sedimentation (which happens within the basins ) are not

optimized during the summer and fall months . During this time , plant staff performs maintenance on

the working basins . At times , all of the plant flow is being treated in one or two basins when our

production is at the highest.

Mr. Kiefer explained that the basins are original and need to be updated . The upgrades will be
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necessary at some point in the future ; it is only a matter of time before another basin will fail

because the equipment within are corroding and wearing away.

Mr. Kiefer believes that the best course of action is for the Commission to upgrade 1 of the 2 basins

that are currently inoperable . Water quality can be measured throughout the basin after the

improvements are made and the basin is put back into service . If the design proves to be

cost - effective --and improves flocculation and sedimentation--the other inoperable basin should be

upgraded in a similar manner.

Mr. Edlebeck asked if there is a correlation between the basins and corrosion control. Mr. Kiefer

explained that the Commission uses aluminum sulfate . Because of the condition of the basins ,

excess aluminum enters the distribution system which negatively affects the phosphate pipe

scales--which affects lead and copper corrosion control .

Mr. Kiefer further explained that it is possible to switch coagulants to eliminate the aluminum

altogether; however, many water treatment plants that have done so experienced major lead and

copper corrosion problems afterwards. In his opinion , it would be best to optimize the existing

coagulant instead of switching .

Due to a technology problem , Mr. Edlebeck was disconnected from the Zoom meeting at this time .

In further discussion , Mr. Kiefer explained that he has no idea how much to budget for these kinds of

improvements . He will retain the services of an engineering firm to put together a budgetary figure .

The Commission can discuss the cost and his placement in the capital improvement budget at the

next Commission meeting .

No action was taken regarding this matter.

NEXT MEETING

The next regular meeting was scheduled for Wednesday, August 11 , 2021 at 8:00 A.M .; the meeting

will be online via Zoom .

ADJOURNMENT

It was moved by Mr. Botcher, seconded by Mr. Imig , and unanimously carried to adjourn at 8:46 A.M.

Submitted by :

IC 7/14/2021

Eric Kiefer, Plant Manager and Recording Secretary Date
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